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To reduce the risk of business process, banking system has developed the
internal risk control mechanism which is called the bank authorization mechanisms.
With the rapid development of the financial reform, banking business expands rapidly.
In recent years, the banks have more and more customers and branch offices which
lead to great pressure to the bank authorization mechanisms. In the face of
increasingly fierce competition in the industry, it has become increasingly important
to improve the efficiency of their services, for which the banks must find ways to
improve the quality of service. However, the traditional authorization way, which is
authorized by the branch office directors, can’t meet the requirements of the bank
authorization, so there is an urgent demand for a safe and efficient authorization
system. The remote centralized authorization system is a new authorization system
which is based on network information technology. Under the premise of ensuring
transaction integrity of the bank’s core business system, the remote centralized
authorization system transfers the authorization business to the background so that the
banks can centralize and unify authorization, which can improve the ability of
authorization risk control and the authorization efficiency.
To meet the bank authorization business needs, we used Java and MySQL to
design and implement a remote authorization system for the bank. The main content is
as follows:
1. We designed the bank remote centralized authorization system which was
divided into four function modules composed of authorization application,
authorization handling, background service, system management. The system aimed
to solve the problem of interaction of the bank remote authorization and trading data
persistence.
2. Based on the related research background and research goals, in this paper we
systematically introduced the demand analysis, the overall design, the database design
and the implementation process and the final implementation effect of specific code.














waterfall model of software engineering and the C/S architecture, we employed the
Unified Modeling Language (UML) for the remote centralized authorization system
requirements analysis and general design. Meanwhile, we used object-oriented design
principles to design, code and test all the functional modules of the system. In
addition, we considered various non-functional requirements such as reliability and
security requirements.
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